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Abstract. The concept of a type-2 fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh as an extension of
an ordinary fuzzy set. Type-2 fuzzy sets have grades of membership that are themselves
fuzzy. Hence the membership function of a type-2 fuzzy set is three dimensional, and it is
the new third dimension that provides new design degrees of freedom for handling
uncertainties. Also fuzzy matrices play an important role in scientific developments. In
this paper, the concept of bidiagonal type-2 triangular fuzzy matrices is proposed. Also
some properties of bidiagonal type-2 triangular fuzzy matrices are presented.
Keywords: Type-2 fuzzy set, Type-2 triangular fuzzy number, Type-2 triangular fuzzy
matrices.
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1. Introduction
The concept of a type-2 fuzzy set, which is an extension of the concept of an ordinary
fuzzy set, was introduced by Zadeh in 1975 [14]. A type-2 fuzzy set is characterized by a
membership function, i.e., the membership value for each element of this set is a fuzzy
set in [0,1], unlike an ordinary fuzzy set where the membership value is a crisp number
in [0,1]. Hisdal [1] discussed the IF THEN ELSE statement and interval-valued fuzzy
sets of higher type. Jhon [2] studied an appraisal of theory and applications on type-2
fuzzy sets. Stephen Dinagar and Anbalagan [8] presented new ranking function and
arithmetic operations on generalized type-2 trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
The fuzzy matrices introduced first time by Thomason [12], and discussed about
the convergence of powers of fuzzy matrix. Kim [3] presented some important results on
determinant of square fuzzy matrices. Ragab et al [6] presented some properties of the
min-max composition of fuzzy matrices. Shyamal and Pal [7] first time introduced
triangular fuzzy matrices. Dinagar and Latha [9] introduced type-2 triangular fuzzy
matrices. Also they presented some types and properties of type-2 triangular fuzzy
matrices.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly in section-2 of this paper, we recall the
definition of type-2 triangular fuzzy number and some operations on type-2 triangular
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fuzzy numbers. In section-3, we review the definition of type-2 triangular fuzzy matrices
(T2TFM) and some operations on T2TFMs. In section-4, we define bidiagonaltype-2
triangular fuzzy matrices. In section-5, we derive some properties of bidiagonal T2TFMs.
Finally in section-6, conclusion is also included.
2. Preliminaries: type-2 triangular fuzzy numbers
Definition 2.1. Fuzzy set
A fuzzy set is characterized by a membership function mapping the elements of a
domain, space or universe of discourse X to the unit interval [0,1].
A fuzzy set A in a universe of discourse X is defined as the following set of
pairs:
A = {(x, µA(x)); x є X}.
Here µA: X → [0,1] is a mapping called the degree of membership function of the
fuzzy set A and µA(x) is called the membership value of x є X in the fuzzy set A. These
membership grades are often represented by real numbers ranging from [0,1].
Definition 2.2. (Zadeh) Type-2 fuzzy set
A type-2 fuzzy set is a fuzzy set whose membership values are fuzzy sets on [0,1].

Definition 2.3.The type-2 fuzzy sets are defined by functions of the form A: x → χ ([0,1])
where χ ([0,1]) denotes the set of all ordinary fuzzy sets that can be defined within the
universal set [0,1]. An example [4] of a membership function of this type is given in
fig.1.

Figure 1: Illustration of the concept of a fuzzy set of type-2.
Definition 2.4. Type-2 fuzzy number [8]
Let  be a type-2 fuzzy set defined in the universe of discourse R. If the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i)
 is normal,
(ii)
 is a convex set,
(iii)
The support of  is closed and bounded, then  is called a type-2 fuzzy
number.
Definition 2.5. Type-2 triangular fuzzy number
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A type-2 triangular fuzzy number  on R is given by  = {(x,(A1(x), A2(x), A3(x)); xєR}
and  A1(x) ≤ A2(x)≤ A3(x), for all xє R. Denote  = (,, ), where =
(A1L,A1N,A1U), = (A2L,A2N,A2U) and = (A3L,A3N,A3U) are same type of fuzzy
numbers.
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2.6. Arithmetic operations on type-2 triangular fuzzy numbers [9]
= ( , , ) = ((a1L,a1N,a1U),(a2L,a2N,a2U),(a3L,a3N,a3U)) and = ( ,  , ) =
Let
L
N
((b1 ,b1 ,b1U),(b2L,b2N,b2U),(b3L,b3N,b3U)) be two type-2 triangular fuzzy numbers. Then
we define,
(i)
+ =
a3U+b3U))

Addition:
((a1L+b1L,a1N+b1N,a1U+b1U),(a2L+b2L,a2N+b2N,a2U+b2U),(a3L+b3L,a3N+b3N,

(ii)
− =
a3U−b1L))

Subtraction:
((a1L−b3U,a1N−b3N,a1U−b3L),(a2L−b2U,a2N−b2N,a2U−b2L),(a3L−b1U,a3N−b1N,

(iii)
Scalar multiplication:
If k ≥ 0 and k є R then k = ((ka1L,ka1N,ka1U),(ka2L,ka2N,ka2U),(ka3L,ka3N,ka3U)) and
if k < 0 and k є R then k = ((ka3U,ka3N,ka3L),(ka2U,ka2N,ka2L),(ka1U,ka1N,ka1L)).
(iv)
Multiplication:
Define b = b1L+b1N+b1U+b2L+b2N+b2U+b3L+b3N+b3U.If  ≥0, then

× = ( 

If b<0, then
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(v)
Division:
Wheneverb ≠ 0 we define division as follows:Ifb>0, then
=(  ,  ,



If b<0, then
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2.7. The proposed ranking function [9]
Let F(R) be the set of all type-2 normal triangular fuzzy numbers. One convenient
approach for solving numerical valued problem is based on the concept of comparison of
fuzzy numbers by use of ranking function. An effective approach for ordering the
elements of F(R) is to define a linear ranking function Ř:F(R) → Rwhich maps each
fuzzy number into R.
Suppose if = (,, ), = ((A1L,A1N,A1U),(A2L,A2N,A2U),(A3L,A3N,A3U))then we
defineŘ() = (A1L+A1N+A1U+A2L+A2N+A2U+A3L+A3N+A3U) / 9 .
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Also we define orders on F(R) by
Ř( ) ≥ Ř(%) if and only if 'Ř %,
Ř( ) ≤ Ř(%) if and only if (Ř %
and Ř() = Ř(%) if and only if *%.
Ř

Definition 2.8. Type-2 zero triangular fuzzy number
If  = ((0,0,0),(0,0,0),(0,0,0)) then is said to be a type-2 zero triangular fuzzy number. It
is denoted by 0.
Definition 2.9. Type-2 zero-equivalent triangular fuzzy number
A type-2 triangular fuzzy number  is said to be a type-2 zero-equivalent triangular fuzzy
number if Ř () = 0. It is denoted by 0.
3. Type-2 triangular fuzzy matrices (T2TFMs) [9]
Definition 3.1. Type-2 triangular fuzzy matrix (T2TFM)
A type-2 triangular fuzzy matrix (T2TFM) of order m×n is defined as A = (
the ijth element ,- of A is the type-2 triangular fuzzy number.

,- )mxn

where

3.2. Operations on T2TFMs
As for classical matrices we define the following operations on T2TFMs. Let A = (
and B = (

,- )

(i) A+B = (

+

be two T2TFMs of same order. Then we have the following:

,-

,-

−

,- )

,- )

(iii) For A = ( ,- )mxn and B = ( ,- )nxk then AB = (.̃,- )mxk where .̃,- = ∑21*
i=1,2,…..,m and j=1,2,…..,k.

(ii) A−B = (

,- )

,1

.

1- ,

(iv) AT or Aˊ= ( -, )
(v) kA = (k ,- ) , where k is a scalar.

4. Bidiagonal type-2 triangular fuzzy matrices
Definition 4.1. Diagonal T2TFM
A square T2TFM A= ( ,- ) is said to be a diagonal T2TFM if all the elements outside the
principal diagonal are 0.
Definition 4.2. Diagonal-equivalent T2TFM
A square T2TFM A= ( ,- ) is said to be a diagonal - equivalent T2TFM if all the elements

outside the principal diagonal are 0.

Definition 4.3. Upper bidiagonal T2TFM
A square T2TFM A= ( ,- ) is called an upper bidiagonal T2TFM if the diagonal and
above the main diagonal has the non-zero entries and all the other entries are 0.
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Definition 4.4. Upper bidiagonal-equivalent T2TFM
A square T2TFM A= ( ,- ) is called an upper bidiagonal - equivalent T2TFM if the
diagonal and above the main diagonal has the non-zero entries and all the other entries
are 0.
Definition 4.5. Lower bidiagonal T2TFM
A square T2TFM A= ( ,- ) is called a lower bidiagonal T2TFM if the diagonal and below
the main diagonal has the non-zero entries and all the other entries are 0.
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Definition 4.6. Lower bidiagonal-equivalent T2TFM
A square T2TFM A= ( ,- ) is called a lower bidiagonal-equivalent T2TFM if the diagonal

and below the main diagonal has the non-zero entries and all the other entries are 0.

Definition 4.7. Bidiagonal T2TFM
A square T2TFM A = ( ,- ) is called a bidiagonal T2TFM if it is either an upper
bidiagonal T2TFM or a lower bidiagonal T2TFM.
Definition 4.8. Bidiagonal - equivalent T2TFM
A square T2TFM A = ( ,- ) is called a bidiagonal-equivalent T2TFM if it is either an
upper bidiagonal – equivalent T2TFM or a lower bidiagonal-equivalent T2TFM.
5. Properties of bidiagonal T2TFMs
Property 5.1. The sum of two upper bidiagonal T2TFMs of order n is also an upper
bidiagonal T2TFM of order n.
Proof: Let A = ( ,- ) and B = ( ,- ) be two upper bidiagonal T2TFMs. Since A and B are
= 0 for all i > j and i+2 ≤ j; i, j = 1, 2, …, n.
LetA+B = C. Then ( ,- + ,- ) = (.̃,- ).
For all i> j and i+2 ≤ j; i, j = 1, 2, …, n, .̃,- = ,- + ,- = 0 + 0 = 0.
Hence C is also an upper bidiagonal T2TFM of order n.

upper bidiagonalT2TFMs,

,-

= 0 and

,-

Property 5.2. The sum of two lower bidiagonal T2TFMs of order n is also a lower
bidiagonal T2TFM of order n.
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,- )

,- )

= 0 for all i < j and i ≥ j+2; i, j = 1, 2, …, n.
LetA+B = C. Then ( ,- + ,- ) = (.̃,- ).
For all i< j and i ≥ j+2; i, j = 1, 2, …, n, .̃,- = ,- + ,- = 0 + 0 = 0.
Hence C is also a lower bidiagonalT2TFM of order n.

Proof: Let A = (

and B = (

lower bidiagonalT2TFMs,

,-

be two lower bidiagonalT2TFMs. Since A and B are

= 0 and

,-

Property 5.3. The product of anupper bidiagonal T2TFM by a scalar is also an upper
bidiagonal T2TFM.
Proof: Let A = ( ,- ) be anupper bidiagonalT2TFM. Since A is an upper bidiagonal
T2TFM, ,- = 0 for all i> j and i+2 ≤ j; i, j = 1, 2, …, n.
,- )

,- ).

For all i> j and i+2 ≤ j; i, j = 1, 2, …, n, ,- = k
Hence B is also anupper bidiagonalT2TFM.
Let k be a scalar and kA = B. Then (k

=(

,-

= k0 = 0.

Property 5.4. The product of alower bidiagonalT2TFM by a scalar is also alower
bidiagonal T2TFM.
Proof: Let A = ( ,- ) be alower bidiagonalT2TFM. Since A is alower bidiagonal T2TFM,
,- = 0 for alli< j and i ≥ j+2; i, j = 1, 2, …, n.
,- )

,- ).

For alli< j and i ≥ j+2; i, j = 1, 2, …, n, ,- = k
Hence B is also alower bidiagonalT2TFM.
Let k be a scalar and kA = B. Then (k

=(

,-

= k0 = 0.

Property 5.5. The transpose of an upper bidiagonalT2TFM is a lower bidiagonalT2TFM
and vice versa.
Proof: Let A = ( ,- ) be an upper bidiagonalT2TFM. Since A is an upper bidiagonal
T2TFM, ,- = 0 for alli> j and i+2 ≤ j; i, j = 1, 2, …, n.
Let B be the transpose of A. Then Aˊ = B. i.e, (

-, )

That is for all i< j and i ≥ j+2; i, j = 1, 2, …, n,
Hence B is a lower bidiagonalT2TFM.

,-

For alli> j and i+2 ≤ j; i, j = 1, 2, …, n,

,-

=0=

=(

-, .

,- ).

= 0.

Remark: However, operations mixing upper bidiagonaland lower bidiagonal T2TFMs do
not produce bidiagonal T2TFMs. For instance, the sum of upper bidiagonal and lower
bidiagonal T2TFM can be any T2TFM (In particular tridiagonal T2TFM).
6. Conclusion
In this article, bidiagonal type-2 triangular fuzzy matrices are defined. Also some
properties of bidiagonal T2TFMs are proved. Using these results of T2TFMs, some
important properties of T2TFMs, involving the notion like tridiagonal T2TFM,
pentadiagonal T2TFM etc., can be studied in future. Also the theories of the discussed
T2TFMs may be utilized in further works.
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